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The automation of a classification process of electrophoresis gel images is a difficult task. The result
highly depends on quality of gel image digitization and on imprecisions in an electrophoretic process.
The methodology proposed in the paper helps to remove most of gel image distortions and effectively
overcomes the problem of non-uniform electrophoretic process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The similarity analysis with subsequent classification of electrophoretic samples is a common
way to evaluate the results of one–dimensional gel electrophoresis. Taxonomy study of microbial
organisms [1,2] is one of the typical applications. However, the implementation possibilities are much
wider, for example fingerprint analyses of tumour tissues[3]. The basic principle of evaluation of
mutual similarity by dendrogram construction can be used e.g. for comparison of DGGE (denaturing
gradient gel electrophoresis) profiles of PCR fragments [4-8]. The resulting dendrogram can serve as
an objective indicator of bacterial phylogeny [9,10], then it is called a phylogenetic tree [11]. The
phylogenetic analysis of electrophoretic gel samples is usually realized manually. The reason lies
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mostly in a low quality of gel images that makes precise computer processing impossible. The mutual
similarity of electrophoresis lanes is often evaluated subjectively in dependence on the number of
identical and different bands [6]. The automation of gel images classification requires removal of most
significant image distortions such as noise, non-uniform brightness and/or contrast, and geometric
disproportion. Most serious distortions are caused by imperfect procedures in the electrophoresis.
Suppression or removal of gel image distortions is a known problem that can be solved by a variety of
commercial software products [12-14]. Their main disadvantage is a poor adaptation to a specific
electrophoretic device and their focus on a specific application.
The approach proposed in this paper combines selected tools of image and signal processing to
achieve maximum possible automation in processing of digitized gel images regardless of the specific
application. The basic mechanism of gel image processing usually consists of three basic steps: 1. band
detection, 2. band matching, and 3. quantification and comparison [15]. These three steps are highly
dependent on an electrophoretic method. Their unified automation for different methods of gel
electrophoresis (protein, PCR DNA/RNA fragment, DGGE, TGGE, etc.) is difficult. Information about
band positions alone does not provide sufficient description of intensity values, width of bands or
vertical shift between bands. These properties have individual character for each image and make
image comparison difficult. The individual character is given by non-uniformity of electrophoretic
separation. The most common problems are geometric distortion (e.g. smile effect, sample hyperfocusing), sample contamination (sample background), parasitic gradient (lane flexion), poor gel
image exposure (low contrast), etc. [12,16,17]. The most of these image distortions are caused by
imperfect operations and wrong settings of electrophoresis [18]. However, automatic electrophoretic
image analysis should take this option into account. The image distortion influences lane detection
(samples do not move strictly straight), band detection (higher background level than the level of
bands), evaluation of the speed of various samples (the sample from marginal well moves through the
gel slowly than the middle one). We propose gel image analysis without band detection that may cause
many problems and the resulting positions of bands do not provide sufficient information about the
sample. Representation of each complete sample in a form of a time series (1-D signals) is potentially
suitable for more detailed analysis [14]. The signal timeline corresponds to the vertical axis of the
sample migration in a gel and the magnitude of the signal is determined by a gray level of the image at
individual positions along the vertical axis. Thus, the band matching problem is converted to signal
matching. The different positions of bands (signal peaks) can be usually adjusted by resampling. In
case of nonlinear signal migration (e.g. “smile” distortion), it can be adjusted by dynamic time
warping. The transformation of the gel lane to the signal representation requires precise detection of
the lane shape, especially if the lane is geometrically distorted. The paper proposes a new algorithm
based on innovative lane detection method in combination with signal processing methods (as dynamic
time warping, peaks detection, signal filtration etc.). It allows more precise, automatic and universal
gel image analysis. Moreover, it is suitable for simultaneous comparison of several gel images with
different parameters.
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2. METHODOLOGY
The proposed electrophoretic gel image processing for evaluation of electrophoretic samples
similarity consists of five consecutive steps. The gel image is often captured by a low-quality camera.
Thus, the first step of the gel image processing is the basic image quality improvement . This step is
included in the proposed methodology for two reasons: 1. to ensure the complete automation of the
image processing, and 2. to ensure high contrast of grayscale images. The segmentation of the gel
image on sample lanes is performed as the second step. The conversion of the gel lane image to the 1D signal is inseparably related with this step. The signal representation of the gel lane is obtained by
median and it can be understood as the non-linear sample filtering. Filtering of samples enhances the
useful information contained in the sample (the ratio between the bands and the noise levels of sample
background). The sample filtering focuses on each sample separately and eliminates local defects. In
addition to the step of median filtering, a special filtering of the sample background was designed in
order to remove impurities causing unevenly gray background. Before the last step of cluster analysis
used to evaluate the similarity of the samples, the innovative step based on dynamic time warping is
integrated. The dynamic time warping adjusts positions of similar bands between two samples, which
can be unmatched due to uneven movement of the various samples in the gel.
2.1. Image quality improvement
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Figure 1. Enhancement of image contrast using a combination of two transformation functions. a) The
original electrophoretic gel image (upper) and the grayscale histogram of the original image
(lower). b) The transformation function of gamma correction g=0.65 (upper) for modification
of intensity values and the piece-wise linear function to emphasize marginal values (lower). c)
The electrophoretic gel image with enhanced contrast and its grayscale histogram. Image from
www.shimadzu-biotech.net.
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All the other processing steps of gel image analysis require the grayscale image with the white
background and the grey level of bands reaching black in the limit. The gray scale can be normalized
in the range from 0 to 1 (0 value corresponds to black, 1 corresponds to white) for subsequent
computational processing. The grayscale image histogram expresses frequency of the pixels with
particular intensity level in relative grayscale range from 0 to 1. The grayscale histogram of the gel
image should contain pixels on all levels of the relative grayscale range. A significant increase of the
number of pixels is in range from 0.55 to 1, i.e. increased frequency of pixels of white color
representing white background. An overexposed gel image has the histogram characteristic tend to 1
(white level), underexposed to 0. The contrast enhancement is realized by transformation function
applied to grayscale range of the gel image histogram.
Another useful image enhancement method incorporates gamma correction. The gamma
parameter is chosen in dependance on exposition of the image. The overexposed images should be
corrected with γ < 1, underexposed image with γ > 1. The range of contrast enhancement for piecewise linear contrast adjustment is set according to a level of noise in background. Combination of
contrast transformations with gamma correction and piece-wise linear contrast adjustment allows the
extension of histogram spectrum to entire grayscale range, highlights bands and suppresses
background impurities. Figure 1 shows the example of contrast adjustment of an overexposed gel
image. The contrast enhancement of the image in panel a) was realized by transformation functions in
the panel b). Gamma parameter was experimentally chosen as γ=0.65 and linearly increasing trend of
piece-wise linear function was in range between 0.15 and 0.85 of grayscale [19,20].
The choice of parameters of the transformation functions should be manually corrected,
because this step is particularly useful to improve the appearance of the result gel image, which is a
subjective criterion. The contrast enhancement is not necessary for the similarity analysis of the
electrophoretic gel image; the result is changed only slightly and the taxonomy classification only in
exceptional cases for very similar samples. This step can be completely skipped or the parameters of
the transformation function can be configured based on a density of the histogram for fully automated
analysis.
2.2 Automatic detection of lanes
The next step of the electrophoresis image processing is the automatic detection of lanes. Until
now, there has been presented a number of approaches to handle the lane detection problem, such as
[14,21-23]. These methods are based on a principle called “lane tracking” which lies in tracking of the
centre of each lane. The disadvantage of such an approach lies in ignoring of the information from the
area outside the central line. In this work, we present a new alternative method for automatic lane
detection based on a tracking of lane borders. The result of such an approach is the full segmentation
of the lanes. Thus, we can use the information from all pixels of each lane.
The proposed method can be divided into two main parts: 1) detection of the first pixel of each
lane border, and 2) tracking of the border through other pixels. The algorithm requires single input
value that is the number of lanes of the analysed electrophoretic image. Depending on this value are set
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the other parameters of the algorithm. The rest of the segmentation process is fully automatic and
requires no further human intervention.
The principle of detection of the first pixel of the lane border is shown in Figure 2a). In the first
step, the intensity mean value is calculated for each column of pixels from the upper third of the
image. The reason for using only upper third of the image is suppression of the lane shifts in x-axis
direction which is greater in the middle and the lower third of the image. The peaks in the obtained 1D
signal representation mark the position of the first pixel of each border. The used peak detection
algorithm is based on finding local maxima in the signal. It returns only peaks with indices separated
by more than the value of variable mpd (minimum peak distance). The variable mpd is calculated as
the mean width of the lane multiplied by the constant 0.7. The necessary mean width of the lanes can
be easily estimated as the length of the signal divided by the provided number of the lanes in the
image.
The next step lies in tracking of the other pixels of each border line. The tracking algorithm
starts from the already known positions of the first pixels. These pixels correspond with the uppermost
points of blue lines in Figure 2b). In each tracking step, the algorithm compares the intensity values of
the three pixels below the current pixel and selects the pixel with the highest intensity (the whitest
one). In order to prioritize the most direct path as possible, the value of the middle pixel is a slightly
increased by multiplicative constant 1.04. The tracking algorithm stops when reaching the bottom of
the gel. The final result of the lane segmentation process is shown in Figure 2b) where the blue lines
represent the found lanes boundaries. (The algorithm constants 0.7 and 1.04 were set to achieve best
results on the training set of 50 gel images, see example in Figure 7.)
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Figure 2. Principle of gel image segmentation using tracking of lane boundaries. a) The detected
positions of intensity peaks (blue lines) correspond to the positions of the first pixel of each
boarder. b) The final segmented image with marked boundaries of each lane (blue lines).
2.3 Conversion of 2D grayscale image to 1D signal representation
The digitization of 2D grayscale profiles of electrophoretic gel samples to 1D signal
representation is the next necessary step of computational analysis of electrophoretic gel used in most
applications [8,12,17,22,24]. We can effectively emphasize the important features of the
electrophoresis image and suppress some types of distortions with the known boundaries of each lane
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in the image. The important features necessary for subsequent classification are position, thickness and
intensity of the bands in each lane. Shifts in the direction of the x-axis and the background noise are
the types of image distortion which can be suppressed. In the case of the absence of the shift, the
detected boundary lines would be straight. In the case of the presence of the shift, the proposed
boundary detection algorithm can trace it. Both emphasize of the features and disorders suppression
lies in conversion of 2D lanes to 1D signal representations. The pixels with the same y-axis
coordinates within the range of each lane boundaries are replaced by their median value. The possible
shift in x-axis direction is eliminated and median also effectively suppresses the image noise. The
result of such a conversion can be seen in Figure 3. The figure shows original lane before conversion,
the final 1D signal representation and 2D median lane constructed by simple repeating of the 1D
signal.
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Figure 3. Conversion of a lane image to signal representation using median. a) The original 2D lane
after segmentation. b) The 2D lane obtained by median filtering of the original 2D lane. c)
Final 1D signal representation of the lane obtained from median values of the original 2D lane.
2.4 Shading correction
Impurities in the gel sample often cause unevenly distributed gray background. The level of
gray in the background can be very close to the gray value of some bands. Moreover, the background
of impurities is specific for each sample but not for sample characteristics, and then the consecutive
similarity analysis differentiates two identical samples only on the basis of different impurities. This
problem can be solved for example by localization of particular bands using peak detection technique
[15,17,23,25]. However, the proposed method compares whole courses of each gel sample, not only
bands positions of samples. A simple filtering technique consists of three steps: the estimation of the
background envelope in signal representation (Figure 4 b, upper part), subtraction of background trend
from sample course and normalization of signal values in range <0, 1> (Figure 4 b, lower part).
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Figure 4. Correction of shading in electrophoretic lanes. a) The gel image after lane detection and
median filtering. b) Upper: The signal of the lane 3 (blue line) with estimation of the signal
envelope (red line). Lower: The signal of the lane 3 with removed envelope and normalized
values. c) The gel image restored from corrected lane signals.
The estimation of the trend of gray background is realized as finding the signal maxima in a
floating window. The window size LW depends on the image resolution and width of the largest band,
that the envelope of the background does not follow the course of a signal. The proper window size is
twice the size of the largest band and the steps of the floating window with overlap Lo equal one
quarter of the window size LW. The window overlap requires the extension of each signal by one length
of the window on both sides. The values of extension are the first and last LW values of signal repeated
at the beginning and the end. The background envelope estimation is performed separately for each
signal (sample). The window parameters were set LW = 20 px and Lo = 5 px for the testing image shown
in Figure 4 with the size of 550 × 300 px.
2.5 Adjustment of mutual positions of bands using DTW
The uneven speed of movement of the samples on the gel is caused by many factors. These are
usually too high electrophoretic voltage, uneven density of the gel or sample application error [18].
The increased speed of samples movement in the middle wells compared to marginal wells (smile
effect) is a type of distortion which can be modelled and thus compensated [12,13,15-17,26]. The
combination of more factors causing geometric distortions makes the modelling difficult. In this case,
the sample speed does not change equally, i.e. the middle sample lane is not only shifted to marginal,
but also unevenly stretched. Compensation of such a distortion requires individual adjustment of each
sample. Methods based on detection of bands positions [12,15,23,25] correct positions to correspond to
the ladder scale. However, determination of the exact position of each band is complicated. The use of
the signal course instead of band positions maintains more information about sample. The correction of
uneven sample movement can be realized by local adjustment of the signal length. If we consider the
signal representation of the sample lane as the time course, the dynamic time warping can be used for
this local adjustment. The length correction is performed pairwise (all samples with each other), so one
incorrect adjustment has less influence on the final result of the similarity analysis. The one pairwise
adjustment affects the mutual similarity of these two samples, but a sufficient number of other samples
can compensate this inaccuracy.
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The technique called dynamic time warping is was originally used in speech analysis [27]. The
same spoken word in the speech of different people has the same meaning (signals are of the nearly
same shape), but its timing and offset is specific for each person. The method of dynamic time warping
can adapt the timing and offset of such signals [28]. This attribute can be advantageously used for
adjustment of bands positions between two gel lanes.
The principle of the DTW is well known in signal processing community [28]. The principle of
signals alignment using DTW is shown in the Figure 5. The technique aligns samples values using
minimization of the distance between the pairs of samples. Stretching of one or both signals is realized
by repeating the selected samples. The criterion for alignment and repetition of samples is determined
by the table of accumulated distances (Figure 5 b). The value of accumulated distance is calculated
from pairwise distance for each pair of samples in accordance with (1).
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Figure 5. General principle of DTW. a) Two original signals of different lengths. b) Determination of
the matrix of accumulated distances and optimal path backtracking. Numbers in the first
column represent values of the first signal and numbers in the first row represent values of the
second signal. The black arrows compose optimal path used for the signal adaptation. The red
arrows show the possible directions in each step. c) The resulting signals after DTW (same
lengths).

D(i, j )  min[ D(i 1, j 1), D(i 1, j ), D(i, j 1)]  d (i, j )

(1)

where D is an accumulated distance and d is a value of a pairwise distance. The value of the
accumulated distance D(i,j) is determined by the pairwise distance d(i,j) and minimum from the
previous values of accumulated distances as shown in Figure 5b). This set of accumulated distances for
each pair of samples forms a matrix. The result sequence warping is derived on the basis of
minimization of the backward way from the right upper corner to the left lower corner of the matrix.
There are three allowed directions for the each path step, see Figure 5b) (red arrows). The original
signals from Figure 5a) are aligned to resulting signals shown in Figure 5c).
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The DTW adapts positions of the same bands but the specificity of each lane is maintained. The
principle of adjustment using DTW is shown in the Figure 6. The Figure 6a) shows two similar lanes
with different migration speed in image and signal representation. Traditional similarity analysis
evaluates only a small amount of mutual similarity in this case. The application of DTW on a signal
form of these two signals in Figure 6b) modifies lengths of signals for positional adjustment. The
adapted signals were converted again to the image form.
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Figure 6. Adjustment of band positions in a pair of lanes using DTW. a) Lanes containing similar
bands which are not aligned (upper) and signal representation of the lanes (lower). b) Positional
adjustment of signal peaks of the lanes (upper) and corresponding image representation of
adjusted lanes (lower).
2.6 Similarity analysis of gel lanes
The result of the similarity analysis can be represented by a dendrogram. For gel
electrophoresis samples, dendrogram is called a phylogenetic tree [9-11]. The obtained information
does not describe only similarity, but also affinity. UPGMA method was used for cluster analysis.
Although the method is simple, it is still the most widely used [4-6]. Moreover, testing of cluster
analysis techniques is not the subject of this article. The main goal is the extension of common
methods by implementing the DTW, new line detection algorithm and the gel image improvement.
The dendrogram is reconstructed from pairwise distances determined by (2) as a simple Euclidean
distance dxy of two signals X and Y with length k.

d xy 

k

X
i 1

 Yi 

2

i

(2)

The distance matrix was reconstructed from pairwise distances of each pair of signals (sample
lanes). Several methods use the Pearson correlation coefficient for distance measure [4,12]. The
correlation coefficient can compensate the sample offset caused by unequal moving sample on the gel.
The correlation can be used only for linear positional adjustment; the unequal stretching of the samples
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is not solved. The application of DTW in previous processing step solves both the problems together;
therefore the use of correlation coefficient is unnecessary.
If the similarity of samples depends on the mutual offset between two sample lanes, the length
of backward way in DTW can be used for weighting of Euclidean distances.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed methodology is composed of several innovative steps: the new method of lane
detection, conversion of a sample lane to 1D signal and its processing without band detection and
application of DTW for signal adjustment. The awareness of their impact to the result is important for
their appropriate utilization.
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Figure 7. Examples of correct lane detections in four gel images with problematic lane boundaries
because lanes overlap each other. a) distortion of protein pattern due to the delay between
loading the samples and running the gel, b) bands smearing caused by proteins precipitation
during the electrophoresis and uneven proteins concentration in the wells, c) distortion of
protein pattern due to delay between samples loading and gel running and high salt
concentration in the samples, d) distortion of protein pattern caused by high salts content in the
samples, image from http://nu-distance.unl.edu/homer/class/4/mastery/text/geltips.html.
The first innovative step is the segmentation of the gel image on individual sample lanes. The
incorrect identification of the sample lanes trend leads to total degradation of the similarity analysis
result. Moreover, this step is problematic and greatly influenced by any image distortion. The
conventional detection approach is more susceptible to errors because it detects only middle line of a
sample lane. Our approach detects the boundaries of each lane and estimates true values as median
values between the lane boundaries. The algorithm was tested on 50 images obtained from student
laboratories and from website which discusses the troubleshooting in gel electrophoresis (http://nudistance.unl.edu/homer/class/4/mastery/text/geltips.html). The Figure 7 shows four examples of
problematic lane detections. These four gel images are visibly distorted, lanes overlap each other and
such a complicated type of distortion can be hardly modeled. The proposed method of lanes detection
reliably detects borders of each lane. The median filtering compensates small overlapping of border
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lines with sample lanes and corrects some types of image noise and distortions. The detection works
even if the sample lane does not contain any bands (Figure 7d: 6th and 7th lane) and traditional
algorithms of sample middle line detection has nothing to detect.
The testing of influence of image and signal pre-processing in combination with DTW was
performed on a gel image shown in Figure 1a). The gel image contains four groups of samples which
differ in the number of bands and their positions. The division of samples into these groups is color
coded in Figure 8. The similarity within groups of samples is relatively clear; the difficult samples to
determine are especially the 7th and 10th sample. These sample lanes were degraded by offset (10th
sample) and offset with stretching (7th sample). The first group (No. I) is significantly different from
the others, because these samples consist of only 3 bands, while the other groups have samples with
much more bands. The separation of the first group should be clear from others. The diversification of
samples from the remaining three groups is complicated and every small of band positions can cause
an error. The criteria for the correct result of similarity analysis are the division into four clusters, the
separation of the first group, the classification of distorted samples No. 7 and No. 10 and the threshold
of clusters separation. The last criterion takes into account the classification sensitivity; the higher
threshold value means worse classification of very similar groups. We set three parameters for an
objective evaluation of classification accuracy: th – threshold for clusters separation, root – distance
between root and terminal branches, sens – classification sensitivity as a ratio root : th.

Sample 1 2 3 4
number

Group
number

I

5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

II IV I II IV III I II IV II I III IV III II I IV II I

Figure 8. The original gel image with colour coded numbers of samples and groups by mutual
similarity.
The cluster analysis was applied on four different modifications of the electrophoretic gel
image from Figure 8. The first step using lane detection with median filtering and 2D to 1D
transformation is identical for all variants. Further, the ability of classification was tested in
dependence on the use of DTW and combination of proposed image adjustment techniques. The first
result in Error! Reference source not found.a) shows classification of gel samples with the use of
filtering and DTW utilization. The division of samples to four clusters was performed correctly. The
group No. I forms a separate cluster. The second main cluster is composed from three subclusters
represented by groups II, III and IV. The distortion of samples No. 7 and No. 10 has slightly affected
length of branches inside clusters, but their classification remains correct. Almost the same clustering
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result was achieved without any adjustment technique in Figure 9c) with DTW utilization. The
question is whether to use the image adjustment in combination with DTW or not. The answer lies in
mentioned parameters: the clustering threshold and sensitivity. The sensitivity of classification
technique with filtration and DTW is sens = 8.04 : 1.52 ≈ 5 : 1 and without filtration sens = 3.02 :
0.68 ≈ 4 : 1. Although the sensitivity of classification without the image filtering is still high, the
occurrence of errors will be more possible in the case of more similar sample groups. The proposed
filtering technique does not change the result; it only increases the clustering sensitivity.
The remaining dendrograms with reorganized sample lanes in Figure 9b) and 9d) demonstrate
the result of classification without using DTW. The cluster analysis alone is not sufficient to classify
the damaged samples 7 and 10, even with the help of the image filtering. The internal clusters division
is inconsistent, the significantly different group No. I is incorrectly linked with others. Moreover, the
sensitivity of clusters separation is significantly below ratio 2:1. The DTW utilization appears more
important than the image filtration.
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Figure 9. Influence of image and signal pre-processing and DTW utilization on result of sample
classification. Classification of gel samples a) with pre-processing and DTW, b) with preprocessing and without DTW, c) without pre-processing and with DTW, d) without preprocessing and DTW. Distance values: th – threshold for clusters separation, root – the length
of the tree.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The computer processing of one dimensional gel electrophoresis may appear outdated
compared to later methods such as the capillary, chip or 2D electrophoresis. However, it is still the
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most affordable technology for most (bio)chemical laboratories because of its low purchase and
operational costs. However, this fact often corresponds to low quality output which complicates the
computer processing of the result gel image. The most common types of outcome degradation are
geometric distortion of sample lanes on electrophoretic gel, which occurs already during an
electrophoretic process, and the low contrast of the gel image caused by contamination of samples and
camera quality. Because the origin of these problems is different and varies, it is appropriate to solve
them separately.
Many authors solve a geometric distortion of gel images by modelling their characteristics with
subsequent compensation, but a nontrivial distortion is often unpredictable. The presented solution lies
in two steps, which separately compensate the distortion in direction of x and y axes regardless of the
type and shape of the distortion. The special designed algorithm of the sample lanes detection searches
line trend of samples borders and depends only on the changes of gray levels of pixels in the gel
image. The trend of line does not have any important characteristic. The correct lane segmentation
compensates the geometric distortion in horizontal direction (the lane flexion). The compensation of
various relative speeds of different samples on gel in vertical direction is realized by DTW. This step
does not solve typical distortions only (as smile affect) but also the individual distortions of each
sample. Again, it does not model distortion, because this method adjusts samples to each other, so
more precise result is achieved by multiple samples. This fact is related with requirements of similarity
analysis, which also needs more samples (10 samples are sufficient).
The elimination efficiency of geometric distortion influence depends on a good visibility of
samples in a gel image. The effectiveness of both previous steps increases in dependence on the image
quality. The special combination of techniques for image adjustment and signal filtering was proposed
for this reason. The contrast adjustment by piecewise linear transform function in combination with the
gamma correction improves the lane detection. Filtering of unequal background of each sample
improves the position adjustment by DTW and we obtain more accurate evaluation of mutual
similarity independent on the background impurities.
The most important fact is that all these steps are adaptive and independent on the used
electrophoretic method. It offers universal use and full automaticity of electrophoretic gel image
similarity analysis.
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